An Honorary Language Society has been formed on the LC campus. The new organization is to be one of the chapters of a national organization, Alpha Mu Gamma is the national collegiate foreign language honor society of the United States, founded in 1911. Well over a hundred chapters have been granted to chapters in the United States and Puerto Rico. Chapters are found both in state and private universities and in public and private colleges.

Alpha Mu Gamma has as its primary purpose the honoring of students for outstanding achievement during their first two years of foreign-language study in college. Upon initiation members receive a scroll-shaped key and a permanent certificate of membership.

The induction of new members will be in April. The charter members will be: Jeffrey Agrey, Kevin Philip Arlington, Penny Marie Calhoun, Catherine Patricia Daniel, John Knot Ferris, Mary Bolin Fohey, Shirley Jean Foster, Myra Mays, Blaine McCarty New, Barbara Ruth O'Neal, Sandra Jean Rigby, Marianne Skarbo-Mak, Gerald Thacher, Associate members: Janet Donahue, President Eugene Miller; Faculty members: Miss Anne Laurine Knight, Maria Beatriz Salazar, Janet Demerson, Ernestina Martha Shands, Maria Beatriz Salazar, and Monsieur Alain de Chopin.

A candidate for full membership in a chapter normally shall have received in the same language (1) at least two grades of "A" in ungraded courses in an accredited university or college, (2) either a third grade of "A" or "B" in an ungraded course in an accredited university or college, or (2) either a third grade of "A" or "B" in an ungraded course in an accredited university or college, or (3) an average of at least "C" in all courses exclusive of those used to satisfy the first two requirements but may not lower them.

Facility membership in a chapter is open to any faculty member of the foreign language department for departments of the institution where the chapter is located.
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Many people have come out with various stands on the currently most controversial problem in the United States, perhaps in the whole-the so-called war in Viet Nam. However, the word war does not seem to be applicable to what is going on in Viet Nam. In a war, all participants try to achieve ultimate victory and conquer the other side. No matter what, therefore, the saying "all is fair in love and war." If the United States is at war with Hanoi, it seems that this thing to do would be to annihilate Hanoi. Wiping off the map, just like that. Just as Hanoi would gladly wipe New York off the map, I realize that there are more deeply underlying issues involved. Wiping Hanoi off the map would accomplish very little. We have to face up to the threat posed by Russia and China, which loom larger as each day goes by. If it weren't for our real enemies, the communists, that is, there would not be a Viet Nam. There would not have been a Korea. There would not be constant tension and fear in the world. Then we could concentrate on such charitable deeds as wars on poverty and "great societies."

In our age everyone is afraid of coming to a showdown on any issue. The thing to do seems to be for one to turn his head the other way and worry that things will go away. Sometimes they do, but most of the time they just seem to leave us. They reappear later as larger problems, one that we cannot handle anymore. If General MacArthur would have been allowed to cope with the problem of China while it was handy, China would not be posing us. If General MacArthur would have been allowed to cope with the problem of China while it was handy, China would not be posing us.

There was a remarkably successful expedition in addition to avoiding the technical difficulties and making scenery of the average college play, the small circle of spectators and central scene of action not only brought the audience closer to the players but united the audience in their involvement. Special recognition must be given to the director, Let's Fight Arthur Dewar, Buck Thomas—"Definitely, it seems to me the WC overworked a farce. They perpetrated a farce. They were trying to make someone else perform. I'm sure the truth will come out eventually."

NSGA Meets

The Legislative Council of last Wednesday approved the charter for a foreign language honor society, which was founded and meant to stir up interest. The council was again for evaluation in February, 1968. The college's programs were accredited for various reasons, but there was not an identifiable fault in the administration too hasty. The Legislative Council decided that the quadragenarian must capture the essence of the average college play, the small circle of spectators and central scene of action not only brought the audience closer to the players but united the audience in their involvement.

SCORE programs in English, mathematics, science, social science, music and art are being offered. The college would be unwise to overlook them. The phenomenon of the character perfectly in a performance of this quality, the frivolous boy king, the arbitrary sovereign, and the sinister plotter were combined in one character without confusion. The petitions, the hunting, the war, and diplomacy were all at actor Shropshire's command bringing this ambiguous character to life. Only in some scenes of passion and excitement was any identifiable for the excellent lighting and costuming in the play and for the players but united the audience in their involvement. Special recognition must be given to the director, Let's Fight Arthur Dewar.
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Let's Fight

By Arthur Dewar

There was a remarkably successful expedition in addition to avoiding the technical difficulties and making scenery of the average college play, the small circle of spectators and central scene of action not only brought the audience closer to the players but united the audience in their involvement. Special recognition must be given to the director, Let's Fight Arthur Dewar, Buck Thomas—"Definitely, it seems to me the WC overworked a farce. They perpetrated a farce. They were trying to make someone else perform. I'm sure the truth will come out eventually."
Pacifist Professor

seem to have solved the problem in the Congo fairly satisfactorily. Why do you think the Russians are involved in Viet Nam?

SMITH: Undoubtedly, it scores points for them diplomatically and politically. May be they can't refuse to help themselves. Maybe the U.S. can't either. However, the Russian aid is very minimal in comparison with the American aid. If our aid were limited to the amount of Russian aid, there wouldn't be a war.

HTN: Why not?

SMITH: By this time, the other side would have won. How do you mean the other side?

SMITH: The National Liberation Front.

HTN: By saying that they would have won by now, did you mean that the North is stronger than the South?

SMITH: No. They would not have won in a battle sense. They would have won in a sense, because I think that they could have worked out a government which would have included some of them.

HTN: Do you think that the National Liberation Front is a communist organization?

SMITH: No.

HTN: Do you think that the National Liberation Front is trying to do what is best for the country?

SMITH: Frankly, I don't know enough about the NLF, I think the people in it are certainly trying to do what is best. However, I do not approve of their methods.

HTN: In other words, you don't approve of any war-like measures? SmiTH: It really isn't a matter of approving or disapproving. There are times when one might be justified in engaging in warfare. The 2nd World War, for example, was a justified war on the part of the U.S.

HTN: Do you think that Korea was justified?

SMITH: If you assume that the United States was led into it at the call of the United Nations it was, if not, it wasn't. However, Korea was different from Viet Nam. An organised army had crossed the border from the North. In Viet Nam, no evidence points to any substantial aggression until long after the United States was there.

HTN: Does this mean to say that in the case of Viet Nam the United States was the aggressor?

SMITH: I don't want to say that the United States is an aggressor. I think our foreign policy tries to see the issues of the world in black and white. This is the fault of the Italian policy. We try to assume the roles of good guys fighting bad guys, I think the Vietnamese should work out their own problems. Every nation ought to have the opportunity to have a civil war.

HTN: What happens if, as in the case of Viet Nam, the U.S. is asked for help, should we ignore the plea?

SMITH: If it is going to involve the U.S. in a civil war, we should say no, unless we're sure that our side is going to win.

HTN: Does knowing that our side is going to win justify entering the war?

SMITH: No, it doesn't, but it might justify some aid. Whatever happens in Viet Nam the U.S. is going to have to work with the winner.

HTN: Why?

SMITH: It would be to the economic advantage of the U.S.

Hortense Helps

We are two very much concerned girls. We are concerned about our boyfriends. They are pledged in a certain fraternity on the Hill, and as such were taken on road trips last weekend. As everyone knows, it was extremely cold. The coldness seems to have made them somewhat stiff, and the weekend was somewhat... well, not the same. If the cold persists and they continue to avoid our parts, we are afraid our relationships will suffer. What can we do?

CONCERNED GIRLFRINDS

Dear Girlfriends: It seems to me that a good dose of charm and beauty should certainly thaw them out.

CONCERNED GIRLFRIND

Dear Budde:

Someone sent me this picture with the intention of showing you that some people never grow up. This picture of one of our star basketball players very convincingly demonstrated the fact.

Dear Budde,

I am a senior girl who plans to be married to a junior boy. Before we started dating we were both almost engaged to others. I think that I got over him, but I don’t think he got a chance to see if he really still goes for his old flame. Give a party and invite him to it. Make sure you throw the two of them together in every available opportunity. Do not observe them directly, but have your girlfriends watch them closely and report the developments to you. This is Moment of course that you could distract her new flame long enough.

SUSAN BUTLER

ENGAGED BUT WORRIED

CAROL BALES

May Rulers Are Elected

Susan Butler and Mike Baker have been elected May queen and king in a campus-wide election. They will reign over traditional May Day festivities to be held next quarter at LaGrange College. Carol Bales is to be the Maid of Honor.

Year-Round, All-Weather Dash

Is Yours in the Donna Maincoat®

In warm weather you have a beautifully tailored, completely wash-and-wear, water-repellent coat. But simply zip in the luxurious 80% Alpaca 20% Mohair liner, and you’re all prepared for freezing temperatures, strong winds, and snow. The Donna comes in London Fog’s own Calibre Cloth, an intimate blend of 65% Dacron® polyester and 35% cotton. And exclusive Third Barrier® construction gives extra rain protection through the shoulders and back. In a wide range of sizes in natural, navy or black.

$60.00

*Du Pont’s reg. tm.
Panther Recap

BY BUDDY SULLIVAN, Sports Editor

A New Years Eve rematch with Oglethorpe was last year's most exciting game for LaGrange College basketball fans. Oglethorpe defeated the Panthers, 83-70, in the Huntingdon Invitational Tournament.

A PLAY-OFF WITH THE INDEPENDENTS FOR THE INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL TITLE.

LaGrange College was denied a spot in the tournament by a final score of 83-70. The Panthers' tournament hopes were dashed by a loss to powerhouse Oglethorpe, 83-70.

Two weeks later, before a screaming home crowd, the Panthers upset highly favored Georgia State, 75-71 in overtime. This was probably the high-water mark of the season. The season ended by 61-54, however, as the team came back from a 55-6 halftime deficit (it really was 25-6) to down the powerful Georgia State, 75-71.

LaGrange then traveled to Montgomery to defend its title in the Huntingdon Invitational Tournament but lost out by an upset in the first round to William Carey, 83-70.

So ended a 12-15 season. Bad year, you say? Not really. As for the individual performers, statistical evidence is offered to show the standout performers in their respective categories. As a conclusion, all that can be said is that we wait and see what happens next year with seven regulars returning.

Scoring average: (1) Joe Phillips — 15.1, (2) Earl Holmes — 12.2, (3) Tom Dockett — 11.6, Field Goal Pet. (1) Earl Holmes — 89%, (2) Joe Phillips — 87%, (3) Tom Dockett — 80.0%, (4) Sid Smith — 76.5%, (5) Tom Dockett — 69.2%, (6) Sid Smith — 62.1, (7) Mike Pullen hit 3 for 3 for 100%.

LC Drops Opener

LaGrange College was eliminated from the Huntingdon Invitational Tournament by a final score of 83-70.

The HTN Staff will meet tonight at 6 p.m.

TWO SCENES FROM LAST WEDNESDAY NIGHTS BASKETBALL GAME BETWEEN FIBEL AND GAMMA PHI. FIBEL WON THE GAME OVERWHELMINGLY, FORCING A PLAY-OFF WITH THE INDEPENDENTS FOR THE INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL TITLE.

Trayer—4.3
Free Throw Pet. (1) Steve Fy—85.25, (2) Earl Holmes—82.05, (3) Sid Smith—74.25, (4) Mike Pullen hit 3 for 3 for 100%.

The HTN Staff will meet tonight at 6 p.m.